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Abstract.
Health data collected by wearables and apps can be useful as part of patient-generated health data (PGHD) or personal health data for medical diagnosis or general health monitoring. Mobile health apps are more and more accepted, generate evidence and might be increasingly used in personal medicine. Data retrieved from wearables and apps are mostly not following a medical data standard and cannot be retrieved from the vendors in a straightforward way. The present work started the implementation of a Digital Health Convener and described the process to collect data from several wearables – starting with Fitbit data – and transforms this data to standardized JSON files following the Open mHealth (OmH) IEEE and the HL7 FHIR standard. The project achieved is provided as open source and can be extended and used in future projects to generate OmH and FHIR conform PGHD.
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1. Introduction

PGHD can be used for better management of chronic conditions and improve quality of care as well as quality of life. Especially PGHD from wearables and mobile applications can lead the way to a completely new understanding of healthcare based personalized medicine [1]–[4]. The use of this data will lead to a shift in digital health, providing more objective, frequent and unbiased health information, which may currently lack quality, but recent developments have shown that evidence and medical device certification are on the rise [2], [3]. Acceptance and use in clinical settings is currently due to a lack of evidence as well as missing interoperability of data. Several vendors on the market offer different wearables and apps that capture PGHD in diverse and mostly proprietary data formats [2]. Moreover, it is often not straightforward to collect PGHD in a simple way. Existing projects and trials already experience similar issues. Gay et al. tried to integrate fitness data from multiple wearable devices into a fitness app but reported problems due to no standard conform data formats [5]. Khader et al. describe an attempt of integrating wearable data in real-time with a data dashboard and reported lacking standards [6]. In addition, Saripalle et al. report on an attempt of leveraging FHIR to integrate activity
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data from wearables into an EHR [7]. For coherent use of data, vendors must comply with data standards and open APIs. Also, conveners must be able to provide transformation in commonly used data formats.

The current project examines the use of Fitbit exported personal health data and a transformation to the IEEE 1752.1-2021™ Standard for Open Mobile Health Data (OmH) [8] and Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resource (FHIR) [9]. The advantages of OmH for using the standard as an open architecture to improve individual- and population-level health have been demonstrated by Chen et al. [10]. Based in the findings, problems in the mapping between Fitbit generated health data and the mentioned standards are discussed.

The presented work is part of the Digital Health Convener (DH-Convener) initiative which aims to realise the concept of 4P medicine (personalised, preventive, precision and participatory medicine) by introducing a networked health model to integrate PGHD with electronic health records (EHR) [11].

2. The Health Data Mapper

Figure 1 shows the process flow of the presented project. Fitbit health data has been pulled from the API provided by Fitbit Charge 5 device. The data furthermore have been converted to IEEE OmH. Finally, different FHIR resources have been created allowing an interoperable exchange of PGHD from a Fitbit wearable.
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**Figure 1.** Planned standardization of fitness data formats with IEEE OmH/IEEE 1752.1 and HL7 FHIR.

An OmH to FHIR use case scenario where a patient provides health data to a primary care physician has been described under [12] and explains better a use case with the need of transforming data from FHIR to OmH. The general mapping between OmH and FHIR is explained under [13] and shows which OmH elements can be used in which FHIR observations. It explains the key implementation model and shows which parameters need to be mapped to which referring parameters.

Existing health data such as heart rate, bodyweight, body mass index and steps have been extracted from the Fitbit model Charge 5 using the Fitbit API. We started with some initial parameters to show the principle of the method. In next steps, the model can be extended with additional parameters provided by Fitbit or other wearables on the market e.g., sleep patterns, activity, etc.). The files with the mentioned parameters were exported as MyFitbitData.zip folder, and the unzipped folder contained parameters in the form of a JSON file that served as a starting point for the mapping [14].

The mapping was done manually using JOLT [15]. Figure 2 shows an easy example of a Fitbit (Input) to OmH (Output) mapping applying the operations shift and default in the JOLT Spec Transformation section. Shift is used to change the structure and keep values contained, default to add new fields to the output JSON. Following the process in Figure 1, the same would then have been done for OmH to FHIR.
For each parameter an OmH [16] and FHIR [17] JSON file was generated using the OmH Schema Library and FHIR Artifacts Summary. These files were then transferred into a Maven project with the tool IntelliJ to automate the entire mapping process. This makes it possible to parse even multiple JSON files exported from Fitbit and FHIR resource bundle containing several measurements in one JSON file in FHIR format.

In future, the IntelliJ project can be extended, and JSON files exported from other wearables can be joined. Furthermore, the project can be enlarged by other parameters wearables can provide. Both options would enhance the project and lead to a comprehensive mapper generating unified OmH files as well as FHIR bundles which can be stored in a standardized way in EHRs and be part of a personal PGHD repository.

3. Discussions and Conclusion

PGHD in future will be increasingly relevant for personalized medicine approaches, as they provide more objective and continuous data. In particular, PGHD of wearables and apps could be of interest in this context. However, these data mostly do not follow any standard and, at best, can only be accessed in a proprietary format via vendor API. Initiatives like RADAR-BASE already try to streamline the process of data collection here [17]. For storing PGHD in a common format, several standards exist such as IEEE OmH and FHIR. This paper describes a process and provides a model that can be extended and used to transfer data retrieved from a Fitbit wearable into internationally accepted standards. In terms of processing JSON files to different standards, a detailed analysis is required as to which PGHD can be stored in which format. It is recommended not to lose information through the transformation process. Especially OmH offers only a limited possibility to store PGHD. As well, FHIR follows an 80/20 approach, which means that edge cases and disagreements are kept out of the specification. The limitations of the approach described are basically two-sided and should be addressed in follow-up projects. First, the transformation of Fitbit JSON format to FHIR and OmH standard already causes the first loss of data, as not all Fitbit-provided features can be stored in FHIR or OmH. Secondly, it needs to be clear if several Fitbit JSON exports resolve in one or many FHIR resources. As well it needs to be considered in which granularity data need to be collected (e.g., to store the total steps taken on a day on FHIR or different values for activity phases etc.).
For future extensions, it might therefore be useful to use openEHR [18], a real and comprehensive data model, to store PGHD and provide OmH and FHIR transformations based on it. The project is available under Gitlab1.
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